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Back to the Drawing Board

irst some disclosures. I have worked with 
the National Transportation Safety Board 
on a number of occasions. I consider it to 
be one of our national treasures similar to 
the USCG, the National Park Service, the 
National Science Foundation, NOAA and 
the National Weather Service. These orga-

nizations have real missions that function on science and en-
gineering principles and personnel that is truly dedicated to 
doing the right thing for our nation and its citizens. If I were to 
criticize these organizations at all, I do it out of respect for the 
technical personnel in those organizations, who deserve open 
and unfettered technical discussions and, from my experience, 
readily engage in those discussions because they believe the 
same thing.

NTSB is tasked with investigating transportation accidents, 
and, specifically, is not tasked with assigning blame. Instead, 
it investigates accidents and identifies the probable cause(s). 
Periodically it evaluates the causes of the accidents they in-
vestigate, and provide a hit lists of causes that warrant further 
attention.

On October 23, 2019 NTSB issued a Marine Accident Brief 
(MAB-19/30) on an incident that occurred in Guam. I (or my 
company) had no involvement in that matter, but since it was 
a nice short report, I decided to read it. The incident in ques-
tion was a passenger ship allision that resulted in damage to 
the vessel and to a US Navy berth, but, fortunately, not in any 

personal injuries.  The investigation concluded that the prob-
able cause of the incident was alcohol impairment of the mas-
ter while he conned the vessel, resulting in an errant astern 
engine input.  

Having read the report I do not think that alcohol impair-
ment is the probable cause. 

Figure 1, below, shows the sequence of events.
When reviewing this figure, at first glance, anybody may 

think that the probable cause of the incident is alcohol impair-
ment by the master. However, in doing that, we may be jump-
ing to a conclusion.

First of all, we need to consider the definition of probable 
cause. It turns out there is no definition, or rather, I have not 
been able to find NTSB’s definition of probable cause. That 
is not as strange as it sounds, and is somewhat entangled in 
NTSB’s mission. NTSB does not assign blame; it investigates. 
Furthermore, through years of operation, NTSB has devel-
oped an informal list of accident causes, and for operational 
reasons, prefers picking a probable cause from that list. Alco-
hol impairment is a prominent member of that list, and, once 
NTSB completed its investigation, there was no doubt that the 
Master was impaired. As a matter of fact, the report provides 
an excellent discussion on alcohol impairment on pages 7 and 
8. 

However, a closer reading of the sequence of event should 
show that alcohol impairment is not a particularly useful 
conclusion to this investigation. Alcohol impairment in an 
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industrial setting is often related to alcoholism (it could also 
be professional incompetence or dysfunctional corporate cul-
ture). Alcohol impairment is a physical reality that can throw 
a wrench in the works at inopportune moments in ship opera-
tions just like storms can cause a problem in ship operations. 
We don’t like alcohol in a navigational setting, and we don’t 
like storms at sea that much either, and we try to avoid both.

If I were to conclude that a storm was the cause of the El 
Faro sinking, I am sure there would be a collective “Duh” 
groan. Alcohol impairment is no different, and actually fuzz-
ier, because we do not know if the Master would also have 
made the same mistake if he was sober.  What we really need 
to figure out is how the system failed, and here it becomes 
more interesting. 

By nature, we have to assume that a certain percentage of 
ship operating personnel have an alcohol problem, just like a 
certain number of voyages have storms. What we need to do 
is recognize when this becomes a problem and how to prevent 
it from impacting ship operations. The prevention is related to 
procedures and procedural failure will ask why a person with 
an alcohol problem can rise to become a ship master. What we 
also need to avoid is to miscast alcoholism as an easy probably 
cause. For example, when I worked on the Exxon Valdez (for 
plaintiffs, no less) it very quickly became clear that Capt. Ha-
zelwood’s drinking was highly unlikely to have been the prob-
able cause of the incident. However, to this day, everybody 
talks about Tanqueray on the Rocks, and nobody talks about 
the wheelhouse screw-up on Capt. Hazelwood’s clear and sim-
ple instruction, which really was the cause of the grounding. 

So, if we study the sequence in figure 1 more closely, we can 
identify the lapses in the process shown in figure 2,  which, un-
der optimal circumstances, would have prevented the incident.

And, yes, it is not alcoholism that drove this disaster bus, it 
was a sequence of operational screw-ups. There were a number 
of lapses by a large number of people which, if better execut-

ed, would have reduced the chance of the incident occurring. It 
is here where accident investigation becomes interesting, and 
where accidents can really be more likely prevented.

There are some practical takeaways from this incident. First, 
proper whistleblower mechanisms help in alerting manage-
ment to serious flaws in their system. A word from a manager 
or a crew member would have prevented the vessel from being 
commanded by a master with an alcohol problem.

More interestingly, in reading the report, I have the feeling 
that the Pilot also learned an important lesson. When some-
thing does not look right it probably is wrong, and that de-
mands immediate action. I like to say that the moment you are 
actually lost in the woods is not when you can no longer find 
your way home, but, rather, it is the moment you first realize 
you are not sure where you are going, and that is when you 
have to take corrective action. An ounce of prevention, pre-
vents a ton of disaster. 

Sea Scout Ship 228
For each column I write, MREN has agreed to make a small do-
nation to an organization of my choice. For this column I nomi-
nate Sea Scout Ship 228 in Linden, NJ. https://www.ship228.
com/ Despite many publicized failures to take prompt action 
on preventative issues on the national level, Scouting on the 
local level, and especially traditionally co-ed Sea Scouting, 
teaches kids to not get lost in the woods or on the water. 
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Rik van Hemmen is the President of Mar-
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specializes in the resolution of technical, 
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